HEARTBURN BURNED DOWN; HUNDREDS FLEE FOR LIVES

Refugees Spend Night Huddled on the Railway Track

Flames and Smoke Enveloped Them in Their Misery for Hours Before Relief Train Carried Them to Cochrane—Only Four Buildings Saved—Fought Fire for Days.

TAMWORTH MYSTERY IS STILL UNSOLVED

Disappearance of Miss Yorke as Puzzling as Ever

SHE MAY YET BE ALIVE

Inquiries of Kidnapping as of Past Failures; and How Much Money Was Yorke Worth?

President Wilson Has New Worries

What Will Rebels Do With Huerta Eliminated?

Newly Washington Last Seen West of Cienfuegos—In Cuba the World's Great—Wise U.S. Will Ponder

ARMY WORM DEVASTATES THE BRANTFORD REGION

Dreaded Pests Have Invaded High Lands, Destroying Corn and Grain—Vigorous Fight Waged Against the Hungry Millions

OXFORD DAIRYMEN HAVE A GOOD YEAR

Pasture Luxuriant and Big Cheese Output

GRAIN CROP ONLY FAIR

Fruits for United States and West Indies

PREMIER FLEMING DENIES EXTORTION

SPOKE OF FUND AS THOUGH OF VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS

THE MARKETS

Drummers Improved, New York Closed Three Hundred Crores, London Market的

CHAPTERS

Eras of the Earth

THE WEATHER

Boston, July 12—Two-Thirds

TWO NATIONS

And Two Flags

Speeches, Decorations and Music Point Lessons to the World

PROSPECT FOR RADIAN

IN CANADIAN ROCKS

It Occurs in a Number of Localities—Government Investigating Important Possibilities Also in Iron Ore and in Utilizing Flax Straw
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